Why are people so afraid to use the word God?
The word God too many has become a word of fear. They are frightened of the very being that
created them. They are unsure if he exists at all or in what form he doth exist. Yet God is part of who
you are. He is part of your very being. He works with you and through you as you go about your day.
God is not to be feared but to be embraced. He is part of the human race.
He breathes with you and laughs with you. He is in every part of you, for God is all around God is
omnipresent. He is everywhere. He is all seeing and all being. He is part of the very essence of all
human beings. He does not stand separately upon a pedestal. God is instead part of the very energy
that you seek. He is all around you and within you.
As you go about your day God will be with you in every way. He will be with you as you wash your
hair as you drive your car as your go to school. God is with you when you take a peek at the very
world that you seek. He is with you as you go from one drama to another, experiencing your
emotions as you go to another. He is with you as you shout out in pain, or look in the mirror when
you are feeling vain. For God is with you through every vein, as you live your life out and learn and
train.
People think that if they use the word God it puts them into a certain category. It takes them away
from being part of the normal race and labels them in some way. Yet why is this. Why is it so wrong
to acknowledge that to them God exists, or that to them there is a God in whatever form they wish
to believe. Why worry what the next person to them thinks. Why is it so relevant? Surely it is about
how you feel inside that counts. How you resonate with what God is.
What is it that makes the word God such an awful word? Is it that by acknowledging his very being
that somehow you have to behave in a different way? Is it that you feel that once you mention his
name you can no longer go about your business as you have always done. Does the word God make
you question who you are and what you are in this world? Does the word God make you wonder
how you and all the other wonderful things on this planet were really created? Do you feel that by
getting to know God it will bring bad luck into your life?
The word God has been around since lifetime began. Since the day Adam and Eve first took a bite of
the apple and changed the very way that beings saw the earth. Yet for many this picture of such a
simple beginning seems to conjure up great doubt about this being they call God. Most are more
comfortable with the idea that growth came through evolution. Yet who is to say that both of these
things didn’t exist. Why is it so ridiculous that both things occurred concurrently with each other?
For surely that would explain more how the population of the planet grew at such an alarming rate.
Why is it when you question your very being that you are afraid of seeing what is truly before your
very eyes. Why do you find it so hard to acknowledge that there is a greater place than the earth you
stand upon? What is so frightening about letting go of your fear and allowing yourself to hear the
truth. Is it right that you would rather believe that your whole being turns to dust when you die?
Does that fill you with comfort and joy or does it just fill you with fear of death itself. For death itself
is not to be feared. It is just the next step of your growth and development.
How can you honestly say that to be without God your life is truly fulfilled and blessed with nothing
but happiness? For if you cannot acknowledge this being you call God how can you live peacefully in

your mind as to who you truly are and why you are here on this planet they call earth. For when you
do not understand your true purpose you just continue on struggling to find true bliss within. You
look at life from in the dark instead of reaching for the light. For isn’t the light a wonderful place to
be? Wouldn’t you rather feel love deep within yourself that no matter what you do in your life you
will always be able to deal with trouble and strife without fear of what the outcome will be?
So instead of seeing God as something to fear, find a way to embrace this being instead. Stop
thinking with your head and work from the very heart that is deep within the centre of you. For
when you do you will truly know that there is much more to this world than the steps you take each
day as you reach along your path. You will know that there is something that is beautiful and
wonderful inside of you just waiting to reach out to the world. For if everyone were to show the love
of God in everything they do, the world would be greater through and through.
Why is it important to acknowledge God exists?
A world without God is a world without love, for love is the essence of God within you. God is the
creator of all that is so without God there would be nothing. Nothing would exist. And yet people
still fear that this being is relevant in their lives. They question why there is a need to acknowledge
who God is. Is that because to acknowledge God you have to find a religion that fits your beliefs. Yet
why is this? For all religion is, is a form of loving God in a certain way. A way that has been chosen by
many on the earth before you.
But if to be religious were the only way, how come there are so many different religions for people
to choose from. Surely they would all be the same and yet they are not. So why do you need to be
religious to believe in God? For God is a divine being of light that can be reached by anyone for God
is within all of you. God is peace, harmony, love, beauty and light. God is all the things that make
things wonderful and bright. God is the provider of life to all. It is through him that you create your
lives.
So why have so many suffered in this world if this is the case. Why do people die when they are
young? Why do babies die when they are first born? How can such a God allow these things to
happen? Yet why not. For it is the people of the world who create the world we live in. This does not
mean that they seek tragedy and death, but more that it seeks them because of the way that they
live and the thoughts of fear that they portray. For the world is full of fear and fright as people go to
sleep at night. It is full of people worried about this and that and this has created the negative belt
that you now sit upon. God is not responsible for your thoughts. God has tried to steer you in the
right direction. To give you advice when it has been right to do so. But have you truly listened. Have
you followed what has been said to have to just carried on regardless.
Without acknowledging the words that God has tried to pass on the world has turned itself upside
down. The world and the people in it have found themselves in turmoil living lives that are hard and
full of emotional difficulty. Yet if everyone had learned to live as God would and love all around
them and all that they meet, the world would be different. It would be the heavenly world that most
people would love to see instead of this hell that has become apparent. So is it not time to admit
that may be it is worth listening to this higher being. This being that is full of nothing but beauty,
love, peace and light. If you were to invite this being into your world, how different things could
become how differently you would feel about the world you live in and the people you meet.

Is it not time to put down your swords and stop fighting the one thing that can save this planet? The
one way of living that can change everything from the destruction that has set in to something that
is wonderful and light. Imagine yourself floating through your day feeling only happiness and love
within. Imagine how wonderful it would feel that everyone you meet will be delighted to see you no
matter how busy their day. Imagine how the world would feel full of colour and creatures that never
before would have survived on the planet as it is now. Imagine how clean the air would feel as you
take each breath and how special you would feel as you felt the breeze gently dance on your face
and the sun delicately warm your skin. Imagine how much energy you would have as you let go of all
the negative that has set in and your body is lighter and brighter.
Allow your true self to reflect in the mirror as you stand and study the very person you are. Allow
yourself to let go of the thoughts of what others might think and know that you are beautiful and
people will only see beauty in you as they feel the love that you hold so strong and so dear. Know
that by allowing yourself to become your divine being you are letting go of all fear. You are letting go
of all your limitations. You are letting go of all your past and living your life at last. You are allowing
yourself to be only truth. Truth of who you are instead of who you have become because of how
others have taught you to be. Understand that how you are is your choice. Know that if you come
from a place of beauty and love that any change you make can only be wonderful and true. It can
only be reached by truly being you. Come home to the very person that you truly are.
Letting go of fear
By learning to let go of fear people will be able to enjoy the lives they have. By knowing that they
can live without the fear of no money, the fear of no home, the fear of no food, the fear of no job,
the fear of illness, the fear of pain, the fear of rape, the fear of murder the fear of theft, people can
let go of the negatives in their life and start to enjoy the positive of who they are. They can start to
enjoy the laughter, the love, the beauty, the peace the energy, the brightness the everything that
they are. They can truly start to be everything that they wish to be without fear that something will
get in the way.
For fear is concentrating only on the negative of the very thing you are creating. It is drawing the
negative to you as your thoughts put out a strong energy of what it is you want. If the negative is not
what you truly want, then it is the negative that you have to lose. It is the negative that you have to
set free and learn to just be. Learn to see only the positive of life. For then you will attract only the
positive in. Things will happen that will always challenge you as every being is different with a
different set of thoughts, and sometimes those thoughts may clash. But if you can learn to react in a
positive way then you can all go about in your day in a very happy way.
For example, when competing in a race or playing football in a team, there always has to be a winner
and a loser. But if this was not the case, then there would be no point in it at all. But why deny
yourselves something that is fun just because you don’t like to lose. Instead see losing as a positive
that you played the game or ran the race and congratulate those who managed to win. For both
sides are just as important to allow the game to happen. All the runners in the race are just as
important to allow the race to happen. So don’t beat yourself up when things don’t go your way, just
know that it may happen another day. Just know that it is great whether you win or lose, for to be
happy is what you choose.

So by letting go of fear you invite the light in. You learn to become a true divine being. This divine
being will be wonderful ad bright and will be filled with Gods light. For God shines through us all,
even if we have taken a fall. A fall away from what is light, as we sit in fear throughout the night. So
sit in peace and listen, to your whole self as you glisten. Hear the sound of your heart as it beats;
hear the birds outside as they tweet. Feel the breath that you take in and let out, hear yourself when
you cry and shout, taste the goodness of the food you eat, and feel the rhythm drum as your walk
with your feet. Smell the flowers as you pass by, and know you are safe when you climb high.
Let go of all that you know, and learn there is comfort in letting go. Know that you are on your way,
to everything being perfect in your day. Know that your body will glisten and shine, as you give up
the coffee and the wine. Know that these things change the being that you are, so they stop you
from reaching high and far. For they enhance your alter ego, as onwards in this world you go. They
bring out the stress and the strife that you are feeling within your life. So instead drink water
instead, it will be much better for your head. It will allow your body to glisten and glow, as the blood
around it doth better flow. For water cleanses the body through, and washes things out leaving
toxins a few. So the more water you drink the better you will feel, and the more your personality will
be real.
You will know when you are being truly true, as the world will shine all around you. You will be
happy as you give out Gods love, to all those around you and all those above. And you will feel peace
from deep inside, as you each day open your eyes wide. You will just know that all is good, as
everything in its place stood. Stood before you on display for you, to share in its glory before you
too. And how wonderful at last the world will be, as everyone starts to feel this free. As everyone
acknowledges God into their life, and they let go of all their stresses and strife. As they learn to love
through and through, and no longer allow themselves to feel blue. As they enjoy being on this planet
called earth, right from the beginning of their birth.

